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I Have Some Questions For You
Rebecca Makkai
A successful fi lm professor and podcaster, Bodie Kane is
content to forget her past, especially the murder of her
boarding school roommate, Thalia Keith. Though the
circumstances surrounding Thalia's death and the conviction
of the school's athletic trainer, Omar Evans, are hotly
debated online, Bodie needs to let sleeping dogs lie.

NYT Bestselling Authors

Victory City
Salman Rushdie
In southern India, a nine-year-old girl has a divine encounter
that will  change the course of history. After witnessing the
death of her mother, the grief-stricken Pampa becomes a
vessel for her namesake, the goddess Pampa, who begins to
speak out of the girl 's mouth as a great city called Bisnaga--
"victory city"--begins to rise.

Someone Else's Shoes
Jojo Moyes
Nisha Cantor l ives a globetrotting life until  her husband
announces a divorce and cuts her off. Nisha is determined to
hang onto her glamorous life. But in the meantime, she
doesn't even have the shoes she was, until  a moment ago,
standing in. That's because Sam Kemp - in the bleakest point
of her l ife - has accidentally taken Nisha's gym bag. 

Arch-Conspirator
Veronica Roth
Outside the last city on Earth, the planet is a wasteland.
Without the Archive, where the genes of the dead are
stored, humanity will  end. Antigone's parents - Oedipus and
Jocasta - are dead. Passing into the Archive should be cause
for celebration, but with her militant uncle Kreon rising to
claim her father's vacant throne, all  Antigone feels is rage.
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Stone Blind
Natalie Haynes
The only mortal in a family of gods, Medusa is the youngest
of the Gorgon sisters. Unlike her siblings, Medusa grows
older, experiences change, feels weakness. When the sea
god Poseidon assaults Medusa in Athene's temple, the
goddess is enraged. Furious by the violation of her sacred
space, Athene takes revenge--on the young woman. 

The Angel Maker
Alex North
Growing up in the English countryside, Katie Shaw lived a
charmed life. Until  the day a violent stranger changed the
fate of her family forever. Years later, sti l l  unable to l ive
down the guilt surrounding what happened to her brother,
Chris, and now with a child of her own to protect, Katie
struggles to separate the real threats from the imagined.

Maureen
Rachel Joyce 
Maureen and Harold Fry have settled into a quiet l ife, but
when an unexpected message disturbs their peaceful
equilibrium, Maureen realizes that it 's now her turn to
make a journey. But she is not l ike her affable, easygoing
husband. Maureen has no sense of what she will  f ind at the
end of the road. All she knows is that she has to get there.

Code Name Sapphire
Pam Jenoff 
Hannah Martel has narrowly escaped Nazi Germany after
her fiancé was kil led in a pogrom. When her ship bound for
America is turned away at port, she has nowhere to go.
Hannah is desperate to get out of occupied Europe. But
with no safe way to leave, she must return to the dangerous
underground work she thought she had left behind.

Don't Fear the Reaper
Stephen Graham Jones
Jade Daniels is released from prison right before Christmas
when her conviction is overturned. But l ife beyond bars
takes a dangerous turn. Convicted Serial Kil ler, Dark Mill
South, seeking revenge for thirty-eight Dakota men hanged
in 1862, escapes from his prison transfer due to a blizzard,
just outside of Proofrock, Idaho.

B.F.F.
Christie Tate
After a decade of dead-end dates and dysfunctional
relationships, Christie Tate has reclaimed her voice. She
explores her friendships past and present, sorting through
the ways that debilitating shame and jealousy have kept
the lasting bonds she craves out of reach--and how she can
overcome a history of letting go too soon. 

Oscar Wars
Michael Schulman 
America does not have royalty. It has the Academy Awards.
For nine decades, perfectly coiffed starlets, debonair
leading men, and producers with gold in their eyes have
chased the elusive Oscar. Don't be fooled by the pomp: the
Oscars are a battlefield where the history of Hollywood--
and of America itself--unfolds in dramas large and small.

The New Guys
Meredith Bagby
The story of NASA's Astronaut Class 8 is an unprecedented
look at these extraordinary explorers who broke barriers
and blasted through glass ceil ings. Egos clashed, ambitions
flared, and romances bloomed as the New Guys competed
with one another and navigated the cutthroat internal
politics at NASA for a chance to rocket to the stars.

The Education of Kendrick Perkins
Kendrick Perkins
Perk is known for his blunt, opinionated commentary on
ESPN. As a fourteen year NBA player and starting center for
the 2008 NBA champion Boston Celtics, Perk earned a
reputation as an enforcer, a fierce defender, and a great
teammate. Now he opens a different side of himself to
discuss the reality of being Black in America.
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